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ANGE CARABINERS AND ANGE FINESSE QUICKDRAWS
The new ANGE carabiners use the MonoFil Keylock wire gate system
developed by Petzl. This system, halfway between the traditional gate
mechanism and the classic wire gate system, combines the best of
these two technologies to ensure an extremely smooth opening and
closing movement. It has an exclusive H-profile, guaranteeing an
excellent strength-to-weight ratio.

ANGE S and ANGE L carabiners open and close smoothly with Petzl's
MonoFil Keylock system. This exclusive system uses a spring mechanism
similar to that found in standard-gate carabiners. This mechanism lasts twice
as long as that found on standard wire-gate carabiners.

ANGE carabiners come in two versions:
- an ultra-light, compact version: ANGE S
- a standard size version: ANGE L
The compact ANGE S version is designed for users demanding
ultra-light gear. The ANGE L version is designed for users wanting to
cut down on weight while keeping the functionality of standard-sized
gear.
ANGE FINESSE quickdraws are composed of:
- ANGE S and/or ANGE L carabiners
- a FINESSE Dyneema® sling
- a STRING S
These quickdraws are available in different lengths and carabiner
combinations.

ANGE S

ANGE L

The H-profile of the ANGE S and ANGE L carabiners is thicker on the inside
part, easing passage of the rope while optimizing durability.

The indent on the bottom of the ANGE S and ANGE L carabiners helps keep
the STRING in place so that the sling is properly positioned on the carabiner.

Keylock system
To guarantee optimal efficiency, all Petzl carabiners use the Keylock
system: the body/gate interface does not have a hook that could
snag on anchors, ropes, harness equipment loops, etc.

The shape of the nose is designed to optimize clipping and unclipping.

© T. Lamiche
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ANGE CARABINERS AND ANGE FINESSE QUICKDRAWS
ANGE L M59 G - M59 B

ANGE S M57 G - M57 O

Contact surfaces designed to extend the life of the
carabiner and limit rope wear
Contact surfaces designed to extend the life of
the carabiner and limit rope wear
Straight nose to optimize clipping and unclipping
Straight nose to optimize clipping and unclipping
MonoFil Keylock system
MonoFil Keylock system
The deflector works with the shape of the carabiner
to allow proper positioning of the carabiner on its
major axis

The deflector works with the shape of the carabiner
to allow proper positioning of the carabiner on its
major axis

H-profile provides an excellent strength-to-weight
ratio

H-profile provides an excellent strength-to-weight
ratio

STRING positioning indent

STRING positioning indent

M57 G

Ultra-light, compact carabiner
with MonoFil Keylock system
The new generation ANGE S carabiner represents the
middle ground between the traditional gate carabiner
and the classic wire gate carabiner. It combines the
fluidity of the spring gate with the lightness of the wire
gate system. Petzl's MonoFil Keylock technology and
the H-profile make the ANGE S carabiner weigh an
ultra-light 28 grams and provide an optimal weight/
strength ratio. So it is particularly suitable for users
looking to reduce their weight to a minimum.
The shape of the nose is designed to optimize clipping
and unclipping.
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M57 O
(actual size)

• The ANGE S carabiner is ultra-light (28 g) and compact:
it is ideal for mountaineering and multi-pitch climbing where
weight reduction is key
• Petzl's MonoFil Keylock ensures smoother opening
and closing of the carabiner and a much longer lifetime
compared to traditional wire gate carabiners. The wire gate
is protected from lateral rubbing (against rock, etc).
• The unique H-profile allows an optimal size and strengthto-weight ratio
The indent on the bottom of the ANGE S and ANGE L
carabiners helps keep the STRING in place so that the sling
is properly positioned on the carabiner.
• The surfaces that come in contact with the rope and with
the anchor are wider, favoring passage of the rope and
reducing carabiner wear
• The nose of the carabiner has a hole that allows ice, snow
or dirt to be cleared out
• The deflector works with the shape of the carabiner to
allow proper positioning of the carabiner on its major axis
• Available in two colors:
- orange (M57 O)
- light gray (M57 G)

M59 G

Specifications
CE EN 12275 type B / UIAA
Made in France
3-year guarantee
Weight: 28 g
Material: aluminum
Breaking strength:
- major axis: 20 kN
- open gate: 9 kN
- minor axis: 7 kN
Gate opening: 23 mm
Capacity: 19 mm

Logistical information
Sold individually
Case quantity: x 28
EAN Codes:
- M57 O: 3342540088986
- M57 G: 3342540088979

Light carabiner with MonoFil Keylock
system
The new generation ANGE L carabiner represents the
middle ground between the traditional gate carabiner
and the classic wire gate carabiner. It combines the
fluidity of the spring gate with the lightness of the wire
gate system. Petzl's MonoFil Keylock technology and
the H-profile make the ANGE L carabiner weigh a light
34 grams and provide an optimal weight-to-strength
ratio. So it is particularly suited to users looking to
reduce weight while keeping the functionality of a
standard size carabiner. The shape of the nose is
designed to optimize clipping and unclipping.

M59 B
(actual size)

• The ANGE L carabiner is light (34 g): it is ideal for reducing
weight when climbing. It is also useful in alpine conditions
for those looking to maintain comfort and maximum
strength while limiting their weight to a strict minimum.
• Petzl's MonoFil Keylock ensures smoother opening
and closing of the carabiner and a much longer lifetime
compared to traditional wire gate carabiners. The wire gate
is protected from lateral rubbing (against rock, etc).
• The unique H-profile allows an optimal size and strengthto-weight ratio
The indent on the bottom of the ANGE S and ANGE L
carabiners helps keep the STRING in place so that the sling
is properly positioned on the carabiner.
• The surfaces that come in contact with the rope and with
the anchor are wider, favoring passage of the rope and
reducing carabiner wear
• The nose of the carabiner has a hole that allows ice, snow
or dirt to be cleared out
• The deflector works with the shape of the carabiner to
allow proper positioning of the carabiner on its major axis
• Available in two colors:
- blue (M59 B)
- dark gray (M59 G)

Specifications
CE EN 12275 type B / UIAA
Made in France
3-year guarantee
Weight: 34 g
Material: aluminum
Breaking strength:
- major axis: 22 kN
- open gate: 10 kN
- minor axis: 7 kN
Gate opening: 26 mm
Capacity: 21 mm

Logistical information
Sold individually
Case quantity: x 28
EAN Codes:
- M59 B: 3342540088993
- M59 G: 3342540089006
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ANGE CARABINERS AND ANGE FINESSE QUICKDRAWS
ANGE FINESSE M57D 10 - M57D 17 - M58D 17 - M59D 17

Pack 5 ANGE FINESSE

FINESSE C39 10 - C39 17

STRING S M91000

Packs of five quickdraws with ultra-light
ANGE carabiners

Sewn slings with STRING S for quickdraw

Protects webbing (10 mm) and keeps
carabiner in place

M57P 10 - M58P 17

Straight nose to optimize clipping and unclipping
ANGE S

ANGE S

ANGE S

ANGE L

MonoFil Keylock system

FINESSE Dyneema® sling

STRING S: positions carabiner and protects webbing
ANGE S

STRING positioning indent
M57D 10

ANGE S
ANGE L

ANGE L

H-profile provides an excellent strength-to-weight
ratio

Contact surfaces designed to extend the life of the
carabiner and limit rope wear
M57D 17

Quickdraws with ultra-light ANGE
carabiners
ANGE FINESSE quickdraws are equipped with the new
ANGE S and ANGE L carabiners. Petzl's MonoFil Keylock
technology and the H-profile make these carabiners
ultra-light and optimize their strength to weight ratio.
They are also extremely durable, as are the new
FINESSE Dyneema® slings. ANGE FINESSE quickdraws
are equipped with the STRING S to correctly position
the rope end carabiner for clipping, and to protect the
webbing from abrasion.

M58D 17

M59D 17

• Available in four versions to meet a variety of user needs:
- weight reduction:
. 10 cm quickdraw with ANGE S on top and bottom (M57D 10)
. 17 cm quickdraw with ANGE S on top and bottom (M57D 17)
- best balance of weight and functionality:
. 17 cm quickdraw with ANGE S on top and ANGE L on
bottom (M58D 17)
- optimal comfort and ease of use:
. 17 cm quickdraw with ANGE L on top and bottom (M59D 17)
• Ultra-light wire gate ANGE S and ANGE L carabiners:
- Petzl's MonoFil Keylock ensures smoother opening and
closing of the carabiner and a much longer lifetime compared
to traditional wire gate carabiners
- the unique H-profile of the carabiner allows an optimal size
and strength-to-weight ratio
The indent on the bottom of the ANGE S and ANGE L
carabiners helps keep the STRING in place so that the sling is
properly positioned on the carabiner.
• The FINESSE 10 mm wide Dyneema® sling offers an
excellent weight to strength ratio
• The STRING S holds the rope end carabiner in place and
helps protect the webbing from abrasion

Specifications
CE EN 12275 type B / UIAA (carabiners)
CE EN 566 / UIAA (quickdraws)
Made in France
3-year guarantee
Weight:
- M57D 10: 63 g
- M57D 17: 66 g
- M58D 17: 72 g
- M59D 17: 78 g
Materials:
- carabiners: aluminum
- slings: Dyneema® with nylon stitching
Breaking strength:...... ANGE S...... ANGE L
- major axis:.................20 kN..........22 kN
- open gate:...................9 kN...........10 kN
- minor axis:.................7 kN............7 kN
Gate opening:.............. 23 mm........26 mm
Capacity:.....................19 mm........21 mm
Sling: 22 kN

Logistical information
Sold individually
Case quantity: x 10
EAN Codes:
- M57D 10: 3342540082779
- M57D 17: 3342540082793
- M58D 17: 3342540082823
- M59D 17: 3342540082847
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ANGE FINESSE packs contain five ANGE FINESSE
Dyneema® quickdraws equipped with MonoFil Keylock
ANGE S or ANGE L carabiners.
• Available in two versions:
- weight reduction: 10 cm quickdraw with ANGE S on top and
bottom (M57P 10)
- best balance of weight and functionality: 17 cm quickdraw
with ANGE S on top and ANGE L on bottom (M58P 17)
• Ultra-light wire gate ANGE S and ANGE L carabiners:
- Petzl's MonoFil Keylock ensures smoother opening and
closing of the carabiner and a much longer lifetime compared
to traditional wire gate carabiners
- the unique H-profile of the carabiner allows an optimal size
and strength-to-weight ratio
The indent on the bottom of the ANGE S and ANGE L
carabiners helps keep the STRING in place so that the sling is
properly positioned on the carabiner.
• The FINESSE 10 mm wide Dyneema® sling offers an
excellent weight to strength ratio
• The STRING S holds the rope end carabiner in place and
helps protect the webbing from abrasion

Specifications
CE EN 12275 type B / UIAA (carabiners)
CE EN 566 / UIAA (quickdraws)
Made in France
3-year guarantee
Weight:
- M57P 10: 63 g (per quickdraw)
- M58P 17: 72 g (per quickdraw)
Materials:
- carabiners: aluminum
- slings: Dyneema® with nylon stitching
Breaking strength:...... ANGE S...... ANGE L
- major axis:.................20 kN..........22 kN
- open gate:...................9 kN...........10 kN
- minor axis:.................7 kN............7 kN
Gate opening:..............23 mm........26 mm
Capacity:.....................19 mm........21 mm
Sling: 22 kN

FINESSE sewn slings are ultra-light. They include the
STRING S webbing protection on the rope end, to
protect the webbing from abrasion while keeping the
carabiner in position. They come in two lengths: 10 cm
and 17 cm.
• The 10 mm wide Dyneema® webbing offers an excellent
weight to strength ratio
• The STRING S holds the rope end carabiner in place and
helps protect the webbing from abrasion
• Available in two lengths: 10 and 17 cm

Specifications
CE EN 566 /UIAA
Made in France
3-year guarantee
Weight:
- C39 10: 7 g
- C39 17: 10 g
Material: Dyneema® with nylon stitching
Breaking strength: 22 kN

The STRING S has two functions: it holds the rope
end carabiner in place and helps protect the webbing
from abrasion. The STRING S is suitable for 10 mm
quickdraws.

Specifications
Made in France
3-year guarantee
Weight: 1.7 g
Material: rubber

Logistical information
Sold in packs of 10
Case quantity: x 25
EAN Code: 3342540084971

Logistical information
Packing: x 10
Case quantity: x 200 (C39 10), x 70 (C39 17)
EAN Codes:
- C39 10: 3342540085145
- C39 17: 3342540085152

Logistical information
Sold in packs of 5 quickdraws
Case quantity: x 8
EAN Codes:
- M57P 10: 3342540082786
- M58P 17: 3342540082830
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ICE CLIMBING TOOLS
The line of Petzl Charlet QUARK and NOMIC
ice axes has a new look and has been
expanded with the addition of the ERGO, an
exclusive model designed specially for highperformance dry tooling and ice climbing.

This new line has a modular design that
allows the user to set-up his ice axe
according to his needs or to the specific
demands of the trip. For example, for a snow
couloir, the GRIPREST and the TRIGREST
hand rest can be removed from the QUARK
to decrease its weight; for a mixed couloir,
the NOMIC can be equipped with a hammer
in order to place pitons.

Because of the versatility of this new
approach, the most demanding user may
now create a personal combination for his ice
axes, from the most complete to the lightest,
for the most extreme activities.
With the adjustable GRIPREST and
TRIGREST handrests, NOMIC, QUARK and
ERGO ice axes adapt perfectly to the terrain
and to the build of each climber.

Modular head
The modular design allows each ice axe to be adapted to the type of activity
or terrain:
- with the pick weights: the balance of the ice axe during the strike is
improved for specific placements in hard ice
- without the pick weights: the ice axe is much lighter
- with the hammer or the adze: the ice axe allows the user to plant pitons or
to clean the ice
All combinations are possible with the interchangeable ICE or DRY picks.

The QUARK's modular handle
- The TRIGREST (on the upper part) offers multiple combinations to improve
grip when holding the axe or switching hands. Tool-free position adjustment
using the trigger.

QUARK
A combination of ice axe features for
technical mountaineering and for ice
climbing, the new QUARK is more versatile.
It has an entirely modular structure,
adaptable to the type of activity. It has
reduced weight and an optimal swing. From
couloirs to extreme gullies and icefalls,
the QUARK allows you to push the limits.

- The GRIPREST (on the lower part) is a hand rest for leashless climbing.
Once in position, it does not obstruct the carabiner hole of the ice axe. It may
be removed to enhance plunging the shaft into snow when the ice axe is used
in piolet-canne technique.

© P. Tournaire

NOMIC
Designed for ice climbing and dry tooling,
the new NOMIC's ergonomic handle and
adjustable GRIPREST guarantee superior
comfort. The lower part of the GRIPREST is
equipped with a toothed blade to ensure the
bite required for hard snow. The modular
head allows a hammer to be added when
placing pitons.

New GRIPREST for NOMIC and ERGO
- The GRIPREST hand rest on the NOMIC and ERGO has a blade that is
toothed on the lower side to improve hold during piolet-canne usage, for
example when topping out of a climb or moving over snow passages.
- The handle of the new NOMIC ice axe and its GRIPREST have been
considerably modified for larger hands and for improved stability. The
GRIPREST position adjusts to S, M and L.

© T. Lamiche

ERGO
The ERGO is a high-end dry tooling and ice
climbing axe. Its serious curves speak to its
serious ambitions. This ice axe is extremely
efficient, whether on overhanging rock or on
a crystal ice stalactite.

The ERGO shaft
The strong curvature of the ERGO shaft provides substantial clearance under
the head, and also creates an angle for the handle that favors power and
comfort when the climber is suspended for extended periods.

© T. Lamiche
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ICE CLIMBING TOOLS
QUARK U19 M2

NOMIC U21 2
Modular head with interchangeable pick for use
alone, with a hammer or an adze

Modular head with interchangeable pick for use
alone, with a hammer or an adze
Removable pick weights

Thin ICE pick for easy penetration in any type of ice

Thin ICE pick for easy penetration in any type of ice

Curved upper part of shaft increases clearance and
facilitates switching hands

Curved upper part of shaft for increased clearance
under the head and straight lower part for better
penetration in snow

TRIGREST hand rest for better grip and more
comfortable hand switching. Tool-free adjustment

Serrated blade under the GRIPREST for better hold
coming out of steep sections in hard snow or ice

Removable GRIPREST for more powerful grip with
possibility of clipping a carabiner

Ice axe for technical mountaineering and
ice climbing
The QUARK is a versatile ice axe, designed primarily for
technical mountaineering and for ice climbing. Because
of the head's modular construction, it adapts to any
situation. The QUARK is easy to use: its balance and
its ICE pick allow solid placements on any type of ice.
Hooking is more efficient, thanks to the clearance under
the head and to the shape of the pick. The GRIPREST
and the TRIGREST hand rest ensure a comfortable,
powerful grip adapted to leashless climbing.
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• Structure is entirely modular for adapting the ice axe to the
activity and context:
- equipped with the HAMMER, the TRIGREST hand rest and
the GRIPREST, the QUARK is a versatile tool adapted to
technical mountaineering and ice climbing (an adze may also
be added, if necessary)
- equipped with MASSELOTTES pick weights (optional), and
without the HAMMER, the QUARK has an exceptional swing
adapted to the coldest ice. It is ideal for ice climbing.
- without any accessories, the QUARK weighs only 460 g,
making it an ultra-high performance ice axe for snow
couloirs, for example.
• Interchangeable ICE pick is tapered at the tip (3 mm) for
easy penetration, even in cold ice. Its shape allows stable
hooking on both ice and rock.
• Ergonomic over-molded handle provides a good grip, even
for small hands, and insulation from the cold. The lower part
of the shaft penetrates snow perfectly when the ice axe is
used in piolet-canne (without the GRIPREST).
• Carabiner hole under the GRIPREST
• The TRIGREST hand rest braces the hand and the index
finger (easily adjustable without tools) The upper part,
equipped with the grip, allows the user to comfortably
switch hands. The lower trigger is used to brace the index
finger to improve the stability of the ice axe and increase
striking precision. It also serves as the locking lever of the
TRIGREST.
For retailers:
Accessories for QUARK, NOMIC and ERGO ice axes: ICE
pick (U19 ICE), DRY pick (U19 DRY), HAMMER (U19 MAR),
ADZE (U19 PAN), MASSELOTTES pick weights (U21600) and
FREELOCK leash (U81000)

Specifications

Dry-tooling and ice climbing tool

Weight: 550 g
Sold with type T ICE pick (U19 ICE), HAMMER (U19 MAR), TRIGREST
and GRIPREST
Type T shaft
Made in France
3-year guarantee
Standards: CE/UIAA

The NOMIC allows the entire rock climbing repertoire
to be transferred to ice. Thanks to its adjustable
ergonomic handle, it offers multiple grip modes and
limits the risk of snagging when switching hands. The
ICE pick allows easy penetration in any type of ice, and
pulls out easily. The modular head has two removable
pick weights to balance the axe and propel it into the
ice with an exceptional swing. The NOMIC can also be
equipped with a hammer when placing pitons.

Accessories
CLIPPER leash (U80000)
FREELOCK leash (U81000)
MASSELOTTES pick weights (U21600)
GRIPTAPE (U21700)
DRY pick (U19 DRY)
ADZE (U19 PAN)

Logistical information
Packing: Sold individually
Case quantity: x 4
EAN Code: 3342540083868

• Ergonomic over-molded handle offers multiple grip
options. The length of the handle may be adjusted to fit the
size of the hand and glove.
• Specific shape of the shaft and the handle limit the risk of
pick shift when switching hands
• Fully modular head for adapting the ice axe to the activity
and context:
- equipped with MASSELOTTES pick weights, the NOMIC
ensures precise, efficient purchase in the ice
- without the MASSELOTTES pick weights, the NOMIC
becomes considerably lighter for dry tooling
- equipped with a HAMMER (optional), the NOMIC can be
used to place pitons
• Interchangeable ICE pick is tapered at the tip (3 mm) for
easy penetration, even in cold ice. Its shape allows stable
hooking on both ice and rock.
• GRIPTAPE on the upper handle provides better grip and
thermal insulation
• Serrated blade under the GRIPREST for better hold coming
out of steep sections in hard snow or ice
For retailers:
Accessories for QUARK, NOMIC and ERGO ice axes: ICE
pick (U19 ICE), DRY pick (U19 DRY), HAMMER (U19 MAR),
ADZE (U19 PAN), MASSELOTTES pick weights (U21600) and
FREELOCK leash (U81000)

Specifications
Weight: 605 g
Sold with type T ICE pick (U19 ICE), MASSELOTTES pick weights
(U21600) and GRIPREST
Type T shaft
Made in France
3-year guarantee
Standards: CE/UIAA

Accessories
CLIPPER leash (U80000)
FREELOCK leash (U81000)
GRIPTAPE (U21700)
DRY pick (U19 DRY)
HAMMER (U19 MAR)
ADZE (U19 PAN)

Logistical information
Packing: Sold individually
Case quantity: x 4
EAN Code: 3342540083875
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ICE CLIMBING TOOLS
ERGO U22

ICE U19 ICE

DRY U19 DRY

Pick for ice or mixed climbing for QUARK
(U19 M2), NOMIC (U21 and U21 2) and
ERGO (U22)

Pick for dry tooling for QUARK (U19 M2),
NOMIC (U21 and U21 2) and ERGO (U22)

Modular head with interchangeable pick for use
alone, with a hammer or an adze

DRY pick, with additional hooking teeth allows
stable hooking and easy unhooking on ice and rock.
Removable pick weights

Ultra-curved shaft for exceptional clearance

TRIGREST hand rest offers a third level of adjustable
grip
Ergonomic adjustable handle creates an ideal angle
for long suspensions and significantly increases
power when locking off

Serrated blade under the GRIPREST for better hold
coming out of steep sections in hard snow or ice

High-end dry tooling and ice climbing axe
The ERGO is the ultimate tool for the most difficult
dry tooling pitches and the most unlikely ice columns.
The ultra-curved shaft offers exceptional clearance
under the head and allows a wider repertoire of
movement. The adjustable ergonomic handle allows
multiple grip positions and limits the risk of pick shift
when switching hands. The strong curve of the handle
creates an ideal angle for prolonged suspensions and
significantly increases power when pulling.
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• Ergonomic molded handle offers multiple grip options. The
length of the handle may be adjusted to fit the size of the
hand and glove.
• Specific shape of the shaft and the handle limits the risk of
pick shift when switching hands
• Fully modular head for adapting the ice axe to the activity
and context:
- equipped with MASSELOTTES pick weights, the ERGO
ensures precise, efficient purchase in the ice
- without the MASSELOTTES pick weights, the ERGO
becomes considerably lighter for dry tooling
- equipped with a HAMMER (optional), the ERGO can be
used to place pitons
• Interchangeable DRY pick is tapered at the tip (3 mm) for
easy penetration, even in cold ice. The thickness of the pick
(4 mm) makes it stronger when slotted and torqued. The
hooking teeth, located on the bottom and top (for reverse
positions) stabilize the ice axe.
• GRIPTAPE on the upper handle provides better grip and
thermal insulation
• Serrated blade under the GRIPREST for better hold coming
out of steep sections in hard snow or ice
• Third adjustable handle with TRIGREST hand rest for
climbing even higher, when hooking makes it possible, or for
switching hands more easily
For retailers:
Accessories for QUARK, NOMIC and ERGO ice axes: ICE
pick (U19 ICE), DRY pick (U19 DRY), HAMMER (U19 MAR),
ADZE (U19 PAN), MASSELOTTES pick weights (U21600) and
FREELOCK leash (U81000)

Specifications
Weight: 645 g
Sold with type T DRY pick (U19 DRY), MASSELOTTES pick weights
(U21600), TRIGREST and GRIPREST
Type T shaft
Made in France
3-year guarantee
Standards: CE/UIAA

Accessories
FREELOCK leash (U81000)
GRIPTAPE (U21700)
ICE pick (U19 ICE)
HAMMER (U19 MAR)
ADZE (U19 PAN)

Logistical information
Packing: Sold individually
Case quantity: x 4
EAN Code: 3342540088894

The ICE is an ultra-versatile pick designed for ice
climbing. Tapered at the tip (3 mm), it penetrates the
coldest ice easily. Its shape ensures stable hooking and
easy unhooking on ice and rock.

The DRY pick (4 mm thick) is specifically designed for
dry tooling and extreme ice climbing. Tapered at the tip
(3 mm), it penetrates the coldest ice easily. It has teeth
on the lower part for hooking and on the upper part for
reverse positions.

Specifications

Specifications

Weight: 129 g
Material: steel
4 mm pick tapering to 3 mm at tip
Type T pick
Made in France
3-year guarantee
CE / UIAA

Weight: 129 g
Material: steel
4 mm pick tapering to 3 mm at tip
Type T pick
Made in France
3-year guarantee
CE / UIAA

Logistical information

Logistical information

Packing: Sold individually
Case quantity: x 10
EAN Code: 3342540088900

Packing: Sold individually
Case quantity: x 10
EAN Code: 3342540088917
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ICE CLIMBING TOOLS
ADZE U19 PAN

HAMMER U19 MAR

TRIGREST U19 TRI
QUARK

QUARK +
MASSELOTTES NOMIC
pick weights

ERGO

U19 M2

U19 M2 + U21600 U21 2

U22

QUARK with:

QUARK with:

- HAMMER (U19
MAR)

- HAMMER (U19
MAR)

QUARK with no
accessories

- TRIGREST
(U19 TRI)

Hammer for QUARK (U19 M2), NOMIC
(U21 and U21 2) and ERGO (U22)

Adjustable hand rest for QUARK (U19 M2),
NOMIC (U21 and U21 2) and ERGO (U22)

Wide adze for easily clearing ice or cutting steps or a
platform

The trapezoidal shape of this hammer's contact surface
is specifically designed for ice climbing axes.

Specifications

Specifications

Weight: 69 g
Material: steel
Made in France
3-year guarantee
CE / UIAA

Weight: 58 g
Material: steel
Made in France
3-year guarantee
CE / UIAA

The TRIGREST hand rest is adjustable in height,
without tools, on the shaft or the handle. It has two
support positions: a brace for hand switching in the
high position, and a brace for the index in the low
position. The latter increases grip strength for leashless
climbing and improves planting precision. The
TRIGREST may also be used in a fixed position, without
the index support.

Logistical information

Logistical information

Specifications

Packing: Sold individually
Case quantity: x 10
EAN Code: 3342540088924

Packing: Sold individually
Case quantity: x 10
EAN Code: 3342540088931

Weight: 19 g
Material: plastic
Made in France
3-year guarantee
CE / UIAA

NOMIC with:

- MASSELOTTES
pick weights
(U21600)

- MASSELOTTES
pick weights
(U21600)

NOMIC with no
accessories

ERGO with:

ERGO with:

- MASSELOTTES
pick weights
(U21600)

- TRIGREST
(U19 TRI)

- TRIGREST
(U19 TRI)

- TRIGREST
(U19 TRI)

- GRIPREST
(U19 GRI)

Adze for QUARK (U19 M2), NOMIC (U21
and U21 2) and ERGO (U22)

QUARK with:

- GRIPREST
(U19 GRI)

Logistical information
Packing: Sold individually
Case quantity: x 10
EAN Code: 3342540089075

Weight:

Weight:

Weight:

Weight:

Weight:

Weight:

Weight:

Weight:

550 g

515 g

460 g

550 g

605 g

540 g

645 g

585 g

Use:

Use:

Use:

Use:

Use:

Use:

Use:

Use:

- technical
mountaineering

- technical
mountaineering

- snow couloir

- ice climbing

- ice climbing

- dry-tooling

- high-level drytooling

- high-level drytooling

- gully

- snow couloir

- ice climbing

- ice climbing
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Workbook addendum
Vertical sports
Warning
Activities at height are inherently dangerous and may result in serious injury or death.
Take the time to fully read and understand the information presented in this catalog, as
well as the instructions for use that come with the products.
Gaining an adequate apprenticeship is your own responsibility.
The information presented in this catalog is believed to be correct at press time. But it is
not guaranteed to be exhaustive, correct, understandable, or up-to-date.
PETZL reserves the right to modify this information at any time. Petzl’s civil liability does
not extend to products that have been modified or repaired outside our factories. Contact
PETZL if you have any doubt or difficulty in understanding the information presented in
this catalog (www.petzl.com/contact).

Guarantee
3-year guarantee covering parts and labor only for manufacturing defects.
Normal wear and tear and inappropriate use are excluded from the guarantee.
To take advantage of the guarantee, the defective part must be returned to us.
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